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In an article published by MIT’s Sloan Management Review online and in its
Fall 2007 print edition, consultant and author Cynthia Rettig claims that “enter-
prise software in large organizations has not delivered on its promise to fully inte-
grate and intelligently control complex business processes while remaining flexible
enough to adapt to changing business needs.”

“Instead,” the synopsis of her article continues, “ERP systems — including both
software applications and the data they process — are variegated patchworks, con-
taining 50 or more databases and hundreds of separate software programs installed
over decades and interconnected by idiosyncratic, Byzantine and poorly document-
ed customized processes.”

Rettig seems pessimistic about the future of enterprise applications, and stresses
the need for efficiency and simplicity.

I would tend to agree with Rettig’s characterization that complexity and diffi-
culty navigating and using enterprise applications is the main barrier that prevents
enterprise resources planning (ERP) and other enterprise-wide software systems
from delivering their potential benefits. Indeed, particularly in instances when ERP
systems are in fact composed of disparate products that have been purchased and
marketed together as an integrated suite, the resulting complexity severely compro-
mises usability and overall serviceability. When packaged software is extensively
modified for an individual user or haphazardly over time by a vendor, usability is
likewise hampered. But Rettig does not address the significant advances being made
in the area of ERP usability, or the movement towards more logically planned
enterprise applications that can adapt to change without adding unnecessary com-
plexity.

In this whitepaper, we will discuss how the complexity of a system like ERP can
be reduced, and how the huge spectrum of functionality and information that an
application encompasses can be made easier to navigate. In short, we will discuss
ERP usability, with special attention to allowing you to consider usability as a cri-
terion in your enterprise application selection process. 

We will also make a case that enterprise applications should start to look, feel
and function more like functionality found on the Web. Too often, enterprise soft-
ware is built in the same way as narrower, more limited software programs. But as
the power and scope of enterprise applications has grown to encompass a very
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broad spectrum of business functionality and data, these applications have become
too large, diverse and extensive for a single person to master. This means we need
ways of navigating the features and information within our enterprise applications
that are more similar to the way we navigate on the Internet, which similarly is a
vast collection of functionality and information that no single person can fully
understand. 

Consider how you search for information in a typical software program. Search
and query functions are typically predicated on the notion that the user knows
how that data and the application are structured. Within a traditional software pro-
gram, users need to be familiar with the system to express search conditions prop-
erly, and need knowledge of which module, screen or form within the system the
query should be entered. This is in contrast with the way a search is conducted on
the Internet, where nobody executing a search knows where the information is or
how it is structured. Enterprise Applications that are built as scaled-up versions of
smaller, more limited software packages may have a hard time adapting to new
usability methods that harness Internet principals to tame enormous amounts of

information and functionality.

Pro ble m: Evo lutio n with no  ro admap

The situation within many ERP products that were originally developed in the
1970s and early 1980s illustrates the problem with large, monolithic systems that
evolve over time. Let us, for a moment, compare ERP systems with a building that
has been expanded and added onto over the years. Anyone who has lived in or
tried to remodel a house or structure with several additions may feel some of the
same pain points that Rettig mentions in her criticism of ERP systems. 

Imagine a 2-bedroom vacation cottage built near a pristine lake. It was designed
as a summer home, and fulfilled that purpose very well. But then the home is sold,
and the new owners want to live in the house year-round. They build an addition,
and upsize the furnace accordingly, running ductwork at odd angles to service the
addition. The house is sold again, and the new owners finish the second floor,
which requires more ductwork and plumbing for a second bathroom. Over the
decades as this work has been done, building codes and materials have changed,
and there are few records of what has been done to the house, who has performed
the work or what conventions were followed in designing the additions. It is no
wonder that the water pressure is poor, the floors are uneven from one room to the
next and some rooms never seem to get enough heat. Figuring out how to fix the
problem is a complicated mess.

Old houses with numerous additions probably keep mechanical contractors
very busy trouble-shooting and fixing various problems. Rettig’s criticisms, and the
growing popularity of middleware designed to make it easier for all of these con-
fused, disparate systems to talk to each other, suggest that ERP users are facing
similar problems. 
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Sys te m arc hite c ture  and us ability

Whether you are trying to make sense of the tangled knot of functionality between
your ears or a sloppy mess of functionality that you are trying to use to run a mid-
sized business, it should be immediately apparent that consistent, predictable systems
are easier to figure out, understand and use than inconsistent, convoluted or inconsis-
tent systems. Imagine the difficulty faced by a management team learning a newly-
implemented ERP solution, particularly when the finance module, manufacturing
functionality and distribution tools all have different architectures and were original-
ly developed by different companies prior to being acquired and lashed together into
a “suite.” In these situations, there are different commands, different organizational
structures and different file structures for each segment of the ERP system.

Other ERP applications are more “pure play” in their design, relying on internally
developed functionality rather than consolidation of acquired products.  But because
the functionality within the system is so reliant on the rest of the system, layering,
redundancy and complexity is the natural result as the system grows and expands
through the addition of new functionality over the years.

Fortunately, newer methods of software development allow gradual evolution and
change of systems without resulting in redundancy and complexity. Thanks to the
advent of object-oriented software development and service oriented architecture
(SOA), leading-edge enterprise applications vendors can today build their applica-
tions using a large number of small components. As the functionality and technology
used by the system changes, these components can be swapped out to accommodate
a gradual but rational evolutionary process. If we consider, again, our analogy of the
house with many additions, we see the importance of rational and proactive planning
to accommodate change. Our cabin on the lake analogy also illustrates the pitfalls of
monolithic construction versus modular, flexible design. In a monolithic system,
where every component part is completely dependent on the other, you can not
change one part of the system without adversely affecting the rest of the system. But
proper planning and granular design allow ERP systems to change without adding
complexity over time.

Rational planning for change within a modern ERP product is possible because
SOA-based design allows the numerous components to be loosely coupled with each
other and still function as a cohesive system. Each component will be listed in an
overall “directory” that really serves as the controlling “nerve center” of the applica-
tion. Each component has a well-defined job to do within the application, and hides
all of the complexity of how it goes about doing that job from the other components.
This allows the system to change with a minimum of disruption. What that means to
the end-user is an ERP system that is more logically thought-out, less redundant and
easier to change and reconfigure over time without making the system more compli-
cated or convoluted to use. And to the extent that ease of implementation, upgrade
and adding of functionality are considered usability issues, a granular SOA can be a
tremendous asset in making an ERP suite easier to use.
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Moreover, an SOA-based application can make it easier for an application vendor to
make usability advances and improvements to the user interface. The “loose cou-
pling” that SOA allows means that the user interface can also be changed and modi-
fied over time, once again without directly affecting the underlying business logic
that underpins the applications.

What this all means is that usability depends on more than the user interface itself,
but rather on the basic building blocks and architecture of an enterprise application.
Systems that are built by lashing together fragmented, disparate products will auto-
matically present usability challenges as users must in essence learn a handful of
products instead of just one. Big, monolithic software programs tend towards com-
plexity as more and more functionality is added over time. More modern applications
built of smaller components united through a SOA are, in contrast, better positioned
to offer a combination of simplicity and the ability to easily adapt to new usability

conventions as the expectations of users change. 

We b-type  navigatio n fo r ERP

In an effort to understand how IFS could modify our products to enhance usability
and increase our customers’ productivity, in late 2007 we performed a study of 250
IFS customers and 100 non-IFS customers. When asked to name the main barriers to
productivity within their ERP packages, the top source of non-value-added time, the
non-IFS customers said the top challenge they faced was the fact that different parts
of their system worked in different ways, had different commands and required dif-
ferent types of interaction. The second most frequent response by the non-IFS cus-
tomers was that difficulty in transferring information between parts of applications
was a problem. We are proud to say that IFS customers did not complain about these
two things to the same extent as other respondents, likely because we have always
worked to present a consistent user experience across our applications, and to ensure
that context-sensitive information follows a user from one functional area to another. 

But the survey response most common to both non-IFS customers and IFS cus-
tomers was that usability was hampered by difficulty in finding information and
understanding how to navigate through the applications. Anyone who has imple-
mented and used an ERP product knows that it can be a chore for any one person to
quickly learn the small portion of an application they will be using on a daily basis.
A certain amount of training is typically necessary to teach people how to perform
their daily job functions in the new enterprise environment and how to find informa-
tion and the functional tools they need to use. But today, we are faced with the addi-
tional challenge of fewer people in most organizations dealing with the same amount
of, or more work, than they were a few years ago. More and more, rigid job descrip-
tions are being abandoned in favor of flexibility and multi-tasking. This means we
can expect that people will need to be able to navigate beyond the small section of
ERP functionality with which they are intimately familiar– making enhanced usabili-
ty more important than ever.
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We were wondering what we could to do make enterprise applications more intuitive
and easier to use, so we asked people during our recent study what types of software
tools they thought were most intuitive and easiest to use. A sizable 35 percent plural-
ity said that Web-based applications were most usable. Even before this result came
in, we had seen some of the handwriting on the wall, and introduced the industry’s
first Enterprise Application Search (EAS) tool in a service pack to the then-current
version of IFS Applications, IFS Applications 7. EAS is more than an embedded,
Google-like search tool. Rather, it is a whole new way for people to navigate within
an enterprise application. Using EAS, a user can locate not only specific pieces of
information by type, but can locate pieces of functionality necessary to undertake
tasks – all without having to be trained or told where to find information or how to
navigate to the correct functional screen. 

But the user interface of the future will need to take intuitive navigation to whole new
levels, well beyond what a search function alone can deliver. . While we have always
considered ease of use a top priority in our user interface design, but in recent years rec-
ognized the need to enhance usability so our applications begin to approach the simplic-
ity people have become accustomed to with their consumer technology.
So, in designing IFS’ next-generation interface, Aurora, we decided to use Web princi-

pals as our guide, and structure things to work in very much the same way that you
would work on the World Wide Web. After all, there are real similarities between an
ERP application and the Web. Both are very large systems of information, too large for
any one person to master the information and functionality they encompass.
Unfortunately, most ERP user interfaces are designed as upsized versions of traditional
software tools – software tools that are limited enough in scope that one could ostensi-
bly master them in their entirety.

Systems found on the Web, on the other hand, are designed under the assumption
that all instruction necessary to use the features and functionality lies within the
interface for the application in question. There is so much information and so many
features on the Web that no one is expected to know where everything is or how
everything is supposed to work. The distributed and diffuse nature of the Web forces
system developers to simplify navigation to the point that they become intuitive to
use. Furthermore, resources on the Web are designed to be accessed in standard, pre-
dictable ways – and by virtue of this can be seen as a rough analog of an SOA-based
business application. Online resources like Web pages, applets, programs and other
functionality can be considered services that are accessed by service consumers —
specifically Web browser programs. As is the case in a modern SOA-based enterprise
application, Web sites and functionality are loosely coupled with the browser, which
is the Web equivalent of a user interface.

The degree of simplicity and standardization on the Web has taught people new ways
of interacting with information and functionality. In the near future, people will
expect their business systems to offer similar navigational structures like forward and
back navigation, search bars and visual cues to guide them to where they want to go
and what they need to do. Gone are the days when we can expect ERP users to hap-
pily immerse themselves in abstruse classes just to learn the basic requirements for
navigation within an application.
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Because we are convinced that 21st Century ERP tools need to fully embrace Web-
type navigation, we are designing Aurora to replicate the look and feel of a Web
browser. Users will click on links to navigate to different places, use forward and
back buttons and have access to a history of where they have been in the applica-
tions.

We also feel it will become more and more important to offer different styles of navi-
gation to suit different individuals in various industries. One other thing our usabili-
ty study and long experience working with customers have taught us is that different
people in different organizations have different preferences about how they would
like to work within an ERP suite. ERP is no longer a one-size-fits-all world, and
vendors will need to increasingly provide more than one way to work within their
applications. In some cases, vendors may need to develop very specific user inter-
faces for specialized, repetitive tasks – something that once again becomes more fea-
sible when the user interface is loosely coupled to the underlying functionality.
Whether it is through developing specialized interfaces, search-based navigation or
other means, users will be looking for multiple ways of navigating not only the func-
tionality but the information within the application. Applications will need to pro-
vide features like simple shortcuts and well-placed and complete link pages to related
functionality. In the meantime, the traditional tree-based navigator should remain for

those who want to use it.

Af fo rdanc e  in ERP de s ign

As ERP begins to increasingly mimic the Web in its look, feel and in how it makes
information available to users, the disciplines of Web site usability and ERP usability
will begin to converge. One concept used in Web design that will become extremely
important to those designing enterprise applications is the concept of affordance.
Affordance involves using basic stimulus-response thinking in the design of objects,
situations or systems. By applying the concept of affordance, a designer can generate
a user interface that can be intuitively figured out by the user. We see this in common
objects every day. When you look at an object like a pair of pants, it should be very
obvious what they are for and how to use them. The two pant legs are a rough ana-
log of the objects they are designed to fit over, and most pants are very difficult to
put on backwards due to how they are stitched and cut to accommodate other parts
of the human form. New varieties of popular zip-closure freezer bags are using the
concept of affordance to let people know when the zipper is completely fastened.
The yellow and blue sides of the zipper combine to create the color green. Most suc-
cessful consumer technology ranging from remote television controls to light switch-
es to the dashboards of cars use the concept of affordance to ensure that they are
easy to use. When products are designed properly, no manuals or instructions are
required.

In designing the way users interact with an enterprise application, application
designers will have pay more attention to how people focus their attention on the
screen, and how different variables draw attention to the workspace. If the active
section of a screen flashes or offers interaction in some other way, it can focus atten-
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tion on the correct part of the work area while not demanding as much attention
from the user. Particularly when a work screen is divided into multiple parts, there
must be an understandable progression across the page to make it easy to determine
how to interact with the various fields and segments. 

Graphical or text elements will, increasingly, need to present a visual hint or a clue as
to how a user might interact with them. In some cases, a cursor changes when hover-
ing over a screen element to show you there is something to interact with. In the
design of Aurora, we are paying a lot of attention to providing these types of visual
cues. For instance, to find out if there are any pieces of correspondence attached to a
customer record in an older version of IFS Applications, you would have to click on
a button in the record, opening a new window that would tell you if any attachments
are attached to that customer record. But in Aurora, we will be working to make it
immediately apparent if there are any attachments from within the customer record.
An attachments button will blink for a moment and tell you that there are three
attachments, presenting a clue to the user that there is something here that can be fur-
ther explored. 

Three  s e lection criteria

So where does this leave us when considering usability in the enterprise applications
selection process? I would suggest three general criteria by which an application
could be evaluated to ensure that it is either eminently usable currently or will be
evolved towards greater usability in the immediate future. Ask vendors pointed ques-
tions not only how the current version of the application incorporates key usability
features, but the extent to which they have a detailed roadmap for moving the appli-
cation towards greater usability in the future.

1. Modern SOA-based Architecture
Without a flexible, well-thought-out and modern design, an enterprise application
will not only be harder and more complicated to use, but will be harder for a vendor
to evolve towards greater usability in the future. 

Pay attention to whether the look and feel and applicable system commands are the
same as you progress from finance to manufacturing to distribution or service man-
agement modules of an application. Also watch for redundant and seemingly repeti-
tive screens or commands that can indicate that the business logic running beneath
the application has been evolved haphazardly over time. 

2. Enterprise Application Search
At this point in their history, enterprise applications have been complicated and large
enough that no single person can be expected to understand their entire depth and
breadth of functionality. That means that in most cases, using an application will feel
very similar to the Web before the advent of search tools like Google – you can not
find anything unless, paradoxically, you already know where it is. 
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While some application vendors also market separate enterprise search products that
can be bolted onto the outside of an application, search tools that are integrated into
the fabric of an application can present much more intuitive and powerful search
options, offering in essence a whole new way to navigate through the functionality of
an application (contact IFS for Dan Matthews white paper on enterprise application
search).

3. Intiutive Web-Like Navigation
Rather than requiring users to learn and remember how to navigate through an appli-
ation, the modern, usability-optimized application must present and make apparent
options that are available and guide users through the tasks they need to complete. In
the various application screens, look for clearly-labeled links to other parts of the
software or functionality, links that relate to the information you are working with to
other tasks that can be performed on the information.

In business software, you will see more of that style of navigating. Instead of the user
needing to know which certain, proscribed steps to perform specific functions, the
application will need to present a set of links to those specific functions that relate to
the information in question. 

Look at the basic feel of the application. Does it feel similar to the way you interact
with information on the Web? Or does it feel similar to the old character-based sys-
tems, where you have to key in the order header, then go to a different screen to

enter the order address, and otherwise work in a non-intuitive way?

Dan Matthews is the Chief Technology Officer of IFS R&D. He has been with IFS
since 1996, work ing with software architecture and IFS technology platform. Dan
holds a MSc. in computer science and software engineering from Linköping
University, Sweden.
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Abo ut IFS

IFS, the global enterprise applications company, provides solutions that

enable organizations to respond quickly to market changes, allowing

resources to be used in a more agile way to achieve better business per-

formance and competitive advantage.

IFS was founded in 1983 and now has 2,600 employees worldwide.

IFS has pioneered component-based enterprise resources planning (ERP)

software with IFS Applications™, now in its seventh generation. IFS’

component architecture provides solutions that are easier to implement,

run, and upgrade. IFS Applications is available in 54 countries, in 20

languages.

IFS Applications provides extended ERP functionality, including

supply chain management (SCM); enterprise asset management (EAM);

maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO); product lifecycle management

(PLM); customer relationship management (CRM); and corporate per-

formance management (CPM) capabilities.

IFS has over 500,000 users across seven key vertical sectors: aerospace &

defense, automotive, high-tech, industrial manufacturing, process

industries, construction & facilities management, and utilities & telecom.

IFS also provides a cross-industry solution for retail & wholesale 

distribution.
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